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1.0 SUMAA
As part of the NASA sponsored F.ny.!n- Component Improvement (ECI) Program,
an improved high pressure (HP) turbine stator has been developed to reduce the
fuel consumption of current CF6-50 engines for today's wide-bodied commercial
aircraft. The high pressure turbine roundness program consisted of the design,
analysis and manufacture of an improved HP turbine stator and its evaluation in
an instrumented engine test and an endurance test.
The instrumented engi^se test, using a heavily instrumented CF6-50 engine,
equipped with the improved hardware, demonstrated the feasibility of the
roundness and clearance response improvements. Application of these improve-
ments will reblilt in a net clearance reduction of 0.25 mm (0.010 in) for now
engines which results in a 0.58 percent increase in turbine efficiency and a
0.31 percent reduction in specific fuel consumption (SFC) at takeoff power.
The equivalent cruise SFC reduction is 0.22 percent.
For a high time engine (3000 hrs) improved roundness and response charac-
teriHt1cm will result in a 0.5 percent reduction in cruise sfc.
The CF6-50 enttine c, •clic endurance test demonstrated a basic life capa-
bility of the imp r -:► ,ed HP turbine stator in over 800 simulated flight cycles
without any sign of significant distress.
An economic assessment of the improved turbine applied to engines on the
Boeing 747-200 and the Douglas DC-10-30 is included in this report.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
National energy demand has outpaced dtmedtic supply creating an increased
U.S. i'NFendence on foreign oil. This increased dependence was dramatized by
the OPE47 oil embargo in the winter of 1973 to 1914. In addition, the embargo
triggered a rapid rise in the cost of fuel which, along with the potential of
further ircresaev, brought about a changing economic circumstance with regard
to the use of energy. These events, of course, were felt iu the air transport
Industry as well as other forms of transportation. As a result of these experi-
ences, the Government, with the support of the aviation industry, has initiated
programs aimed at both the supply and demand aspects of the problem. The supply
problem is being investigated by looking at increasing fuel availability from
such sources as coal and oil shale. Efforts are currently underway to develop
engine combustor and fuel systems that will accept fuels with broader specifica-
tions.
Reduc ,:d fuel consumption is the other approach to deal with the overall
problem. A long-range effort to reduce fuel consumption is to evolve new tech-
nology which will permit development of a more energ y efficient turbofan or the
use of a different propulsive cycle. such as it turboprop. Although studies
have indicated large reductions in fuel usage are possible (e.g.. 15 percent to
40 percent), any significant impact of this approach is at least 15 years away.
In the near term. the only practical propulsion approach is to improve the fuel
efficiency of current engines. Examination of this approach has indicated that
a 5 percent fuel reduction goal starting in the 1950 to 1982 time period is
feasible for current commercial engines. These engines will continue to be
significant fuel users for the next 15 to 20 years.
Accordingly, NASA is sponsoring the Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACES) Pro-
gram (based on it
	 request) which is directed at reduced fuel con-
sumption of commercial air transports. The Engine Component Improvement (ECI)
Program is the element of the ACEE Program directed at reducing fuel consumption
of current commercial aircraft engines. The F.CI Program consists of two parts:
engine diagnostics and performance improvement. The engine diagnostics effort
is to provide information to identify the sources and causes of engine deteriora-
tion. The performance improvement effort 1s directed at developing engine com-
ponents having performance improvement and retention characteristics which can
be incorporated into new production and existing engines.
The performance improvement effort was initiated with a feasibility analy-
sis which iden t ified performance improvement concepts and then assessed the
technical and economic merits of these concepts. This assessment included a de-
termination of airline acceptability, the probability of introducing the con-
cepts nto production by the 1980 to 1982 time period, and their retrofit po-
tential. The study was conducted in cooperation with the Boeing and Douglas
aircraft companies and American and United Airlines, and is reported in Refer-
ence 1. In the feasibility analysis task, the CF6 high pressure turbine round-
ness concept was selected for development and evaluation because of its fuel
savings potential and attractive airline payback period. The objective of the
2
high pressure (HP) turbine roundness program wss to develop technology and to
verify the predicted fuel savingw by engine ground tests. The HP turbine round-
news concept consisted of the design. analysis and manufacture of an improved
HP turbine stator or the ^Fb-SO engine and its evaluation in an instrumented
engine test and an endurance test. The results of the development and evalua-
tion of the improved HP turbine are presented herein.
3
3.0 TECHNICAL BACKGROUND AND APPROACH
The objective of this program was to improve the performance of the high
pressure turbine of the CF6-50 engine. A cross-sectional view of the CF6-50
engine is shown in Figure 1 and a detailed cross section of the high pressure
turbine is shown in Figure 2.
The main thrust of this effort was to reduce the blade-to-shroud clear-
ance. Clearances were established such that blade-on-shrove rubs would be
eliminated or minimized. In order to reduce this clearance, turbine out -of-
roundness and clearance transient response must be controlled. Turbine out-of-
roundness in conjunction with the basic turbine response characteristics re-
sults in local rubs while adverse clearance transient response can result in
rubs even for a totally round turb l .te. That both roundness and clearance im-
provements are necessary was obvious because rubs up to 1 mm (0.040 in) occurred
in normal factory testing :end revenue flight service, while calculations indi-
cated that for a fully round engine clearances of 0.38 mm (0.0151%) are feasi-
ble. The results; of the Engine Diagnostic Test showed that both out- cif- round-
ness and clearance response must be improved (Ref. 2).
3.1 ROUNDNESS CONTROL
The control of the roundness of a gas turbine engine structure requires a
balanced and thorough evaluation of all of the primary engine structural mem-
bers. Figure 3 highlights and defines the critical structural members of the
engine. Included are the fan casing, compressor casing, compressor rear frame
(CRF), the high pressure turbine (HPT) Stage 1 and 2 nozzle Supports, the tur-
bine midframe (TMF), the low pressure turbine (LPT) casing and the turbine rear
frame (TRF).
Each of these components is subjected to varying levels of nonaxisymmetric
loading and thermal gradients which tend to induce out-of-roundness distortions
In these components. These distortions tend to propagate through the entire
IF-c.-th of the engine.
This program implemented an analytical computer model, the General Electric
CLASS MASS Program, to evaluate the magnitudes of out-of-roundess of each com-
ponent and the effect of each component out-of-roundness. Typical models of the
CF6-50 structural system are shown in Figures 4 and 5.
CLASS MASS, while being an axisymmetric structural analysis program, can
calculate deflections and stresses due to nonaxisymmetric loading and thermal
gradients through Fourier Series approximations. However, nonaxisymmetric
frame structures must first be modeled on a three-dimensional structural anal
sis program, and the deformations thus calculated applied to the CLASS MASS pro-
gram as a bcundary condition. The program used to supply the boundary condi-
tions was the General Electric MASS structural analysis program. This program
employs three-dimensional analysis and has the capability of handling nonaxisym-
4metric structures consisting of plate, brick, shell, and beam elements
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Transient engine conditions were included in these analyses since the
most severe thermal effer • .t do not coincide. timewise, with the most severe
loading effects. In addition. some of these effects are off-setting. When
the minimum clearance point of the turbine blade and tip shroud was established.
this determined. when combined with clearance control work to be discussed
later. the level of tip clearance reduction which can he achieved by elimina-
ting harmful component distortions.
Turbine Midframe Effects
One of the principal causes of HPT stator out-of-roundness is distortion
of the adjacent structure. Previous analytical studies indicated that radial
distortions in the production TMF structural hat sections are the md .)ur contri-
butor to HPT stator distortion. The HPT stater shrouds tit 	 CF6-50 are sup-
ported from the TMF forward flange joint which is connected to the TMF struc-
tural hat sections by it sheet metal cone. Distortions tit 	 TMF structural
hat sections are transmitted to the IiPT shrouds through this supporting struc-
ture and were calculated to cause it 0.4 mm (0.1)16 tit) inward distort ton of the
HPT shrouds at steady-state takeoff. 1)tstortions tit 	 production TMF struc-
tural hat sections occur due to:
(it) Mechanical loading resulting from engine mount it,tctions (the engine
aft mount is an integral part of the structural hat section) and in-
ternal component loads being transmitted through the struts to the
outer casing structure.
(b) Temperature different tail s within the TMF structure due to different
thcfmal response rates throughout the structure, strut internal air
temperature variations. and variations tit 	 air temperature and
'.seat transfer rates throughout the TMF.
(c) Nun-uniformity of the structural hat section stitfness around the
TMF circumference.
Analysis of HPT stator distortion resulting from TMF distortion was done
using the General Electric structural analysis computer programs. The analysis
method had been correlated b y means of GE funded static testing of the full
engine structure during which both the production TMF hat section and HPT stator
out-of-roundness was measured. Three tests were run for the following loadings:
(a) Vertical load reaction at engine aft mount points.
(b) Torque load reaction at engine alt mount point.
(c) Thermal loading where three of right TMF struts were heated 90°C above
the rest of the structure.
The correlation between measured and calculated out-of-roundness for the produc-
tion HP turbine is shown in Figures 6 through 8.
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The production THY was redesigned to reduce the structural non-uniformity
and thermal differentials throughout the structure in order to reduce the dis-
tortion of the THY and, therefore. the out-of-roundness in the HPT stator.
The major elements in the THY redesign were as follows:
(a) Relocation of the engine owant points on the outer casing allowing
the structural hat sections to become the same configuration around
the frame circumference. This results in uniform stiffness and tem-
perature of the hat sections around the circumference. A comparison
between time production THY outer casing and the redesign configura-
tion can be seen in Figures 9. 10. and 11.
(b) Thermal insulating liners were added to the inner diameter of several
of the struts. In the present design the struts heat up to different
temperatures of the cooling and pressurization air routed into and
out of the frame through the struts. The +added liners were designed
to isolate the struts from the cooling eff.^cts of this air. The
liner lengths and the number of struts to which liners were added
were chosen to control the strut temperature differential. The strut
temperature differential was met to take advantage of the resultant
distortion of the structural hat sections and to have the strut tem-
perature variation distortion cancel out the distortion caused by
the mechanical and mount loads.
(c) A shield was added around the outside of the TMF/CKF flange Joint
to isolate the flanges from the non -untform cooling effects of the
secondary air flowing through the aft core compartment. This second-
ary air cools these flanges non-uniformly around the circumference
resulting in a non-uniform flange temperature. The non-uniform
flange temperature results in a distortion of the flange, which to
turn, distorts the HPT stator
	
(See Figure 13).
Analytical studies of the redesigned TMF were done prior to testing to
predict the TMF caused HPT stator out-ot-roundnesm and indicated all
 
0.1 mm (0.004 in) inward distortion of the HPT shrouds at steady-state
t nkeof f .
Two turbine midframes were manufactured incorporating the above roundness
control features for use in engine testing to demonstrate their effect on
changing HPT stator out-of-roundness.
HPT Shroud Temperature Effects
Since. as previously stated. roundness must be assured before anv signif-
icant work can be directed toward blade tip clearance reduction. the turbine
shroud structure itself must stay round. In addition to being influenced by
other engine structures, turbine structures may lose their roundness due to
circumferentially non-uniform heating or cooling such as recirculation of hot
flowpath gases into the cavities between the turbine flowpath hardware. This
recirculation of hot gases can induce local overheating of the turbine struc-
14 tural members. causing them to deform.
0
'Pit AND WHITE PHOY00AAP14
Figure 9, Current production Turb ! nc^ Midframe (Right Side)
Forward Looking Aft,
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Prevention of this occurrence can be accomplished by properly shielding
the structural members from the flowpath. Reduction in cavity size, creation
of narrow, tortuous paths which hot gas must follow to be exposed to the sup-
porting members, and adequate cavity purge air are required to accomplish this.
To achieve this objective, a modified CF6-50 turbine support system was
designed. Figures 12 and 13 show the types of improvements the final design
contained to reduce recirculation.
It should be noted that there is no calculated out-of-roundness associated
with hot gas recirculation effects. The emphasis of this facet of the program
is to eliminate the possibility of this unpredictable problem.
Other Sourcec of Out-of-Roundness
Out-of-roundness caused by other sources, as investigated by the methods
of this program, were deemed to be neglible. When the magnitudes of the
deflections caused by the turbine midframe are considered, this is certainly
a justifiable assumption because the TMF effect3 must be controlled before
any secondary effects would be evident.
3.2 CLEARANCE CONTROL
In conjunction with the improvements in engine roundness, a parallel effort
focused on improvements in the turbine supporting structure which allow the es-
tablishmerit of reduced turbine operating clearances.
Clearance Transient Response
Once turbine structural influences have been minimized, clearance control
improvements can be defined. Experience has shown that steady-state engine
operating clearances are set at some engine transient operating condition. Usu-
ally, the "worst case," or minimum clearance condition occurs during a hot re-
burst. This is defined as an engine decel from takeoff to idle, holding at idle
for a period of time, generally less than five minutes, and then accelerating
the engine back to full takeoff power. The turbine shroud support member, being
considerably less massive than the turbine disk, cools quickly in comparison to
the disk. A reacceleratiun of the engine, which occurs in approximately ten
seconds, adds rotational stress growth and blade thermal growth to the disk
thermal growth, very little of which was lost due to the slow disk cooling rate.
The net result is a hot blade tip radius greater than that of the supporting
structure, in which case a rub occurs. This is shown graphically in Figures 14
and 15.
Elimination or minimization of the level of this rub does, therefore, es-
tablish both the installed cold clearance and the steady-state hot running
cL2arance of the turbine system, since the depth of rub is directly a function
of the starting radii of -he shroud and the blade tips.
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Therefore, it mud ification of the shroud decal transient response rate, so
as to altrnr down the radial inward growth rate of the shroud. increases the
clearance margin on a reburst. Rub severity is, consequently, reduced so
steady-state runninK clearances can be reduced. Accel and cruise clearances
were evaluated as well to assure that no significant losses occur during these
phases of operation.
Reduction in support structure radial excursion rate may be accomplished
by increasing support mass, i.e.. thermal inertia. by reduction in cooling
cavity heat transfer to the supporting structure through the use of shielding
or baffling or by substitution of support materials to achieve a more favorable
thermal growth relationship. Figures 16 and 17 show analytically how the addi-
tion of mass and the inclusion of thermal haffltng alter the support structure
transient response. These figures also show how alteration of the support en-
vironment to reduced temperature levels affect clearances. The figures are
graphs of rotor and stator response as a function of time for an accel from
stabilized ground idle and it decal from steadv-state take-off. The cold clear-
ance between the Stage 1 blade and shroud Is 2 nun (0.080 In).
HPT Shroud Materials
Alternate materials investigated included a class of alloys with "con-
trolled" thermal expansion coefficients such as IN903. CTXI and CTX2. These
alloys possess it characteristic unique to ferromagnetic alloys; that is. an
Inflection point or "knee" in the thermal expansion coefficient curve. This
"knee" occurs at approximately 427' C (800" F) as shown in Figures 18 and 19
which compare the therm.0 expansion characteristics of a typical turbine sup-
port alloy (IN718) with those of an alternate material (1N903).
This peculiarity of tl• - hernial-expansion coefficient can be used to ad-
vantage since tighter clearannces call he sc a t at high power settings while main-
taining more open clearances for reburst ►naryin. These materials match closely
the growths of the rotating structural compot- ­nts above 427° C. while below
thev lag the rotor growth. Therefore. an ittvrease in the critical reburst
clearance. as well a-. all 	 in the minimum accel clearance can be achieved
from their use. These transient clearance increases can be used to reduce rub
It-vets or to reduce steady-state clearances. Figures 20, 21. and 22 show the
affect of IN903 on turbine clearances for an accel. a decel and a two-minute
reburst. and call he compared with Figures 23. 24, and 25 which are the clearance
responses during an accel, it 	 and a two-minute reburst for the current
IN718 stator.
The cold clearance , between the Stage 1 blade and shroud necessitated by
the controlled thermal expansion coefficient alloy is 2.82 mm (0.111 in) while
that of the current stator is 2.03 nun (0.080 in).
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The following improvements are possible using the controlled thermal
expansion alloy:
Cruise:	 0.53 am (0.021 in) less clearance
Takeoff:	 0.38 mm (0.010 in) less clearance
Reburst margin improvement: 0.25 mm (0.010 in)
The controlled thermal expansion coefficient alloys, 1N903 and CTX1,
that were studied during the preliminary design phase of this program, un-
fortunately have some rather severe limitations. Material testing showed
that these alloys exh 0ited both notch sensitivity and a "streaks corrosion"
phenomenon. Another concern was that because these are materials which do not
contain chromium, coating would be required to provide oxidation protection in
most environments where their use would be beneficial.
The stress corrosion phenomenon manifested itself in a failure mode which
is analogous to stress corrosion cracking in, for example, titanium alloys.
Both IN903 and CTX1 when exposed to moderate stresses and high temperatures
480-700° C (900° to 1300° F), failed by intergranular failure. This phenomenon
is called stress-accelerated grain boundary oxidation.
Although other materials with the controlled thermal expansion coefficient
characteristics desired, such as CTX2, were under development at design "freeze"
time for procurement purposes, it was decided not to use 1N903, CTX1 or CTX2
in this engine improvement program. The long lead times required to obtain
material, manufacture hardware, instrument hardware, assemble, etc., necessi-
tated this decision.
However, it was decided to change the material of the shroud supporting
structure from IN718 to WASPALOY. The coefficient of thermal expansion of
WASPALOY allows some improvement in the decel response rate of the structure
and when coupled with added mass, baffling, and cavity heat transfer improve-
ments, provides it definitely improved shroud supporting structure.
The response of the WASPALOY structure is shown in Figure 26 fur a decal
from steady state takeoff to ground idle, in Figure 27 for an accel from ground
idle and in Figure 28 for a two-minute reburst.
A comparison of the pretest analytical results for the current design to
the redesigned WASPALOY stator is presented in Table 1, which assumes a constant
0.38 no (0.015 in) rub resulting fr3m a reburst.
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4.0 INSTRUMENTED ENGINE TEST
The objectives of this test program were to evaluate the improved high
pressure turbine stator and turbine midframe performance improvement due to
reduced blade-to-shroud clearance.
4.1 TEST SETUP
The test vehicle was a CF6-50C engine SIN 455-507, Build 20. The com-
ponent configuration is described below:
r-
• Front Frame A standard CF6-50C front frame with
rake pad capability to record compres-
sor inlet characteristic, if needed.
Standard CF6-50C compressor stator.
Standard CF6-50C rotor.
A CF6-50C frame modified to receive
clearanceometer probes, (Figure 29).
A CF6-50C combustor.
CF6-50C fuel nozzles.
Improved roundness control CF6-50
assembly.
Improved roundness control CF6-50C
configuration modified to receive
clearanceometer probes (Figure 29).
• Compressor Stator
e Compressor Rotor
• Compressor Rear Frame
e Combustor
• Fuel Nozzles
• Stage 1 High Pressure
Turbine Nozzle Assembly
(including mini-nozzle)
• Stage 2 High Pressure
Turbine Nozzle Assembly
• High Pressure Turbine Rotor CF6-50C configuration.
• Turbine Midframe	 Improved roundness control CF6-50C
frame.
• Low Pressure Turbine Nozzle CF6-50C configuration.
• Exhaust Nozzle	 CF6-50C configuration.
4.2 INSTRUMENTATION
Instrumentation was used to measure engine performance and to monitor
engine operation. The instrumentation is broken down into four groups:
.3
general instrumentation, aerodynamic
instrumentation, and clearanceometer
General
• Barometric Pressure - The local barometric pressure measured using
a recording microbarograph.
• Humidity - The absolute humidity measured in grains of moisture per
pount of dry air using a humidity indicator.
• Cell Static Pressure (P0) - Test cell static pressure measured at
four locations in the cell.
• Fan Speed (XNL) - Low pressure rotor speed measured using two fan-
case-mounted fan-speed sensors.
• Core Speed (XNH) - High pressure rotor speed measured using engine
core-speed sensor driven off the end of the lube and scavenge pump.
• Main Fuel Flow (WFM) - Volumetric flowmeter, facility mounted.
• Verification Fuel Flow (WFV) - Second fuel flowmeter mounted in
series with WFM.
• Fuel Temperature - Temperature of fuel measured at the facility flow-
meters using a single chromel/alumel probe in the fuel line.
• Fuel Sample Specific Gravity (SGSAMP) - Specific gravity of the fuel
sample measured using a hydrometer.
• Fuel Sample Temperature (TSAMP) - Fuel sample temperature measured
during the specific gravity measurement.
• Fuel Lower Heating Value (LHV) - Lower heating value of the fuel
sample as determined by a bomb calorimeter.
• Thrust (FG) - Thrust-frame, axial force measured using three strain-
gage-type load cells for redundant measurement.
• Variable Stator Vane Position (VSV) - Readout of the Linear Variable
Displacement Transducer (LVDT) attached to the high pressure com-
pressor variable stator pump handle.
• Variable Ble-d Valve Position (VBV) - Readout of the LVDT attached
to the variable bleed valve actuation mechanism.
Aerodynamic Pressure and Temperature
The following rakes, probes, and static pressure taps were installed to
measure airflow temperature and pressure as required to define component
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performance. (See Figure 30).
• Fan Inlet (Plane 1)	 i
Bellmouth rakes were installed to measure static pressure and total
pressure at the fan inlet. Four rakes, each having six total pressure
probes, six static pressure probes were used. Total temperature was
obtained by averaging the output of 40 thermocouples mounted on the
bellmouth FOD screen.
• Booster Discharge (Plane 23)
Five arc rakes. each having six temperature and six pressure probes.
were installed to measure booster discharge total temperature and
total pressure. Ten taps were installed to mi-asure booster discharge
static pressure.
• Co_ mpressor Inlet (Plane 25)
Five flow-path-wall static pressure taps were inatalled.
• Compressor Discharge Plane 3)
Five of the borescope port plugs in the compressor rear frame were
modified to permit compressor discharge static pressure measurement.
A single 5-element thermocouple probe was used to measure compressor
discharge temperature.
• Low Pressure Turbine Inlet (Plane 49)
Temperature in this plane was measured by eleven 5-element rakes with
Individual probe readout to permit monitoring of temperature profiles.
?ressure was measured using five probes, each having five elements
all feeding a single fitting.
• Low Pressure Turbine Discharge (Plane 50)
Low pressure turbine discharge pressure wan measured using four raker
having five elements each.
Structures
HPT stator thermocouples. 24 imbedded metal and 6 air thermocouples.
HPT stator pressure probes. 4 basket-type pressure probes in the
Stage 1 shroud cooling air supply cavity.
Engine structure thermocouples.
Engine structure cooling air temperatures and pressures.
• Low Pressure Turbine Interstage (Stage 1)
Temperature and static pressure were measured at each of three cir-
cumferential locations at the Stage 1 stator exit.
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e LPT Case Thermoeog2les
A total of 32 embedded thermocouples were installed in the first two
case hooks and 40 skin thermocouples were applied to the case exterior.
Clearanceometer Instrumentation
The clearanceometers were located at eight circumferential positions as
shown in Figure 31. The high pressure turbine stator on the test vehicle was
modified to receive the probes. The reworked stator components included:
Stage 1 shrouds, Stage 2 nozzle support, Stage 1 nozzle impingement ring and
10th Stage air seal as shown in Figure 29.
Each clearanceometer probe was individually calibrated and checked during
assembly on the HPT stator. A final reference calibration was obtained
during initial cold rotation and motoring of the engine.
A proven light-beam triangulation technique was utilized for the clear-
ance measuring sensors. Data were collected fir fixed-time intervals and
individual blade clearances were obtained from each probe.	 Individual probe
processors were used to store data from blade tips and the processor calculated
blade minimum, maximum and average clearances from the total collected data.
A high speed data tape recorder was also used to independently record individual
blade clearances.
4.3 TEST FACILITY
All testing was conducted in Test Cell 2, Building 500, at the General
Electric Company plant in Evendale, Ohio. The engine was mounted in an
overhead frame consistent with all CF6-50 engines. A photograph of the engine
installed in the test cell is shown in Figure 32.
Like most Building 500 cells, Cell 2 has access to the data recording
systems in the Instrumentation Data Room. In addition to the standard test
cell equipment, a clearanceometer probe cooling system was provided which
utilized engine compressor bleed air. A microcomputer and high speed signal
processor were used to collect and record the clearanceometer data.
The data acquisition and processing system used in Evendale consists of
a Cell System and a Site System. The Cell System performs steady-state and
transient data acquisition, conversion to engineering units, quick-look
performance calculations, and short-term storage. Converted data is auto-
matically transmitted to the Site System for further on-line processing and
hard-copy output. The Site System utilizes a data-base concept for efficient
storage, retrieval, and reprocessing of current and historical data. In
addition, data may be transmitted to the General Electric Evendale Time -
Sharing Computer Center for further processing such as cycle deck analysis and
comparison.
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Figure 31. Probe Angular Position, Aft Looking Forward.
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Data acquisition capability consists of 400 pressure channels, 400
temperature channels, 10 frequency channels, and 28 d.c. voltages such as
load cells, individual pressure transducers, position potentiometers, etc.
The pressure system consists of ten 40-port scannivalves with available
pressure ranges from ± 6.9 N/cm2 (10 psig) through t 344.7 N/cm2 (S0(' psig).
The system incorporates autoranging and multiple sampling capability for all
data channels to assure optintal resolution and precision in addition to
variable averaging time for frequency M asurements. Data may be obtained
and processed in either it steady-state or transient mode. Typical steady -
state acquisition time is 30 seconds with each parameter eampled 49 times
over the 30-second time period. Transient acquisition rates are variable
from one sample per second per r:hannel to 250 samples per second per channel.
Redundant measurements are made of key parameters such as fuel, flow, fan
speed, and thrust. Automatic data rejection techniques, ratio of redundant
measurements, and on-line system-verification analysis further enhance
overall data quality.
All data are converted to engineering units on the Cell System and
automatically transferred to the Site System. These are then used to run
various data-analysis computer programs. Quick-look programs are available
on tl.. Cell System to provide on-line hard copy of overall engine performance
and health calculations. Simultaneously, these data are available at the
Site System for hard copy and plotting of corrected overall and interstage
performance characteristics. Engineering units and/or calculated data may
be transmitted to the General Electric Evendale Time-Sharing Comnuter Center
for archival storage: and additional analysis such as cycle deck comparison.
4.4 TEST PROCEDUk::
The actual test consisted of operating the test engine through the
following engine test runs:
• Cold motoring.
• (.round idle.
• Slow accels and decels to and from takeoff power.
• Steady-state operation at takeoff power.
• Several bursts and chops to and from takeoff power with specified
time intervals at takeoff.
• Several rebursts to takeoff power after specified time intervals
at ground idle.
• Engine speed settings of sufficient numbers to establish the
performance power calibration.
A :. c• hematic• presentation of the test sequence, showing power levels and
times is given in Figure 33.
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4.4.1 Performance Evaluation
The performance portion of the test program was designed to evaluate the
performance over a range of power settings after the engine reached steady-
state conditions. Each power calibration consisted of two sets of power
levels in descending order of fan speed with a short shutdown in between. The
shutdown is included to assure testing repeatability.
The data were analyzed using the General Electric Phase II computer
program. This program has for its basis a status cycle deck representative of
the particular engine model being tested. Some of the key features of this
data analysis program are:
(a) For each test reading a pretest prediction point is run on the
cycle deck at the tested conditions (ambient temperature, pressure,
humidity, etc.), and this pretest point is used to check the
measurements for outliers.
(b) Several alternate analysis paths are built in for determination of
core flow, low-pressure system work, etc. In addition, it is
possible for the user to select his own analysis setup. All of
these analysis paths guarantee a balanced cycle; that is, the
solution is self-consistent and satisfies the continuity, momentum,
and energy equations.
(c) The built-in analysis options feature mission-data protection.
When a measurement is missing, a suitable assumption is made to
replace the measurement in the analysis; for example, when
compressor discharge temperature is unavailable, compressor
efficiency is held at the predicted level to effectively take its
place. For a few key measurements, the analysis is terminated when
they are unavailable, but for the majority of the measurements, an
alternate analysis is performed instead.
(d) At the conclusion of the analysis, the cycle deck is matched to the
test data; that is, the cycle deck maps, etc., have been rescaled
to be consistent with the measurements.
(e) The data is adjusted to dry, sea-level, static, standard-day
condition by running the rescaled cycle deck at the standard
condition. This method for correcting the data eliminated the
problem, encountered in the past, of trying to select a single
number to represent, for example, the temperature effect on fuel flow
r	 independent of power setting or type of day. This is particularly
significant in modern engines because they employ more and more
variable geometry.
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4.5 TEST RESULTS
4.5.1 High Pressure Turbine Stator Roundness
The objective of this test was to demonatrate the roundness improvement
of the redesigned hardware. The roundness improvement of the turbine midframe
and HPT stator will be discussed first and then the roundness during a throttle
burst, chop and a 90-second reburst will be presented.
The demonstration of the roundness improvement associated with the
redesigned hardware was accomplished by measurement of TMF temperature vari-
ations, TMF/CRF flange teperatures, HPT stator support temperatures and engine
operating parameters affecting TMF mechanical loads at specific engine
operating conditions with the redesigned TMF. These measurements were then
used to calculate the TMF distortion and resultant HPT stator out-of-roundness
at the same condition. Comparisons of the TMF-caused HPT stator out-of-round-
ness from this test with the redesigned TMF to that determined from the
previous diagnostica testing (lief. 2) with the production TMF were used to show
the effectiveness of the TMF redesign.
Temperatures of the structural elements in the TMF were measured at
steady-state takeoff power at the same time the clearances in the high pressure
turbine were being recorded. The significant engine parameters recorded at
this condition, which are used to determine the mechanical loading on the TMF,
are as follows:
Fan Speed (RPM)	 3762
Core Speed (RPM)	 10150
Engine Thrust (N/lb)	 217072/48800
HPT exit temp (° C)	 868
HPT exit pressure (N/cm2 /	 60.2/87.3
PSIA)
The measured temperatures in the TMF structural elements are shown on
Figures 34 and 35. The hub temperature was measured at several circumferential
locations. As no significant variation was noted, only the average temperature
is shown on Figute 34. The temperature of both the forward and aft structural
Hat sections was measured at t he base .end apex of the Hat sections at several
circumferential locations. These measurements were used to calculate the area
weighted average and radial gradient at each circumferential location. This
is tho data shown on Figure 35.
Temperatures on the CRF/TMF flange were measured at the radial midpoint
on the CRF and TMF flange as a measure of the average flange temperatures
which are shown on Figure 36.
Temperatures were also measured at three locations on the HPT stator at
the same engine operating points. These results are shown on Figures 37, a. b,
and c.
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55p0 C
Figure 36. Compressor Rear Frame/Turbine Midframe
Average Temperature, Takeoff.
P''
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5180
S5 0
 C
Figure; 37a. N' Turbine Stator Temperature Varation,
7uermovouple A.
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525° C
20' C
I
414" (
,-L,
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Figure 37r. HP Turbine Stator Tempvrature Varatlon,
Thermocouple C.
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Calculated HPT Stator Out-of-Roundness
The measured engine data were used to calculate the HPT stator out-of-
undrivas at steady state take-off. The out-of-roundness resulting from the
!rmally and mechanically induced TMF out-of-roundness is shown in Figure 38.
P out-of-roundness caused by the HPT stator temperature variation is shown
Figure 39.
Measured HPT Stator Out-of-Roundness
The measured HPT stator out-of-roundness is determined by removing the
manufacturing and assembly-caused out-of-roundness from the clearance probe
measurements at each circumferential location for a given operating condition
and then plotting this data as deviation from an average or round engine
clearance.
The manufacturing and assembly-caused out-of-roundness is obtained from
cold motoring data. Cold motoring data is clearance probe data acquired by
rotating a cold engine with the air driven starter motor. The clearance data
obtained show the out-of-roundness caused by manufacturing and assembly. The
probe-to-probe deviation from an average or ro, ►nd shape is then used to
correct any other roundness data. The :old motoring data is also used to
establish the actual round engine cold clearance used is the clearance response
work. This data is shown in Figure 40.
The measured out-of-roundness at the hteady-state takeoff power point
previously mentioned is shown in Figure 41 as corrected for the manufacturing
and assembl y-caused out-of-roundness.
comparison of Calculated and Measured Results
Figure 42 shows the total calculated HPT stator out-of-roundness and that
measured during the test at the same engine operating condition. Reasonable
agreement exists between the measured and calculated out-of-roundness.
Examinatioi, of Figures 38. 39, 40 and 42 shows that the major contribution
to the total out-ot-roundness is the TMF.
The changes made to the TMF were expected to produce less HPT out-of-
roundnes ,i than shown in itgure 38. Examination of the temperature data shown
in Figures 34 through 36 shows that there are two reasons why this did not
occur:
1) The effectiveness of the insulating liners in the struts was not as
great as anticipated; therefore, not as much of the mechanical load
caused distortion was cancelled out by the strut-to-strut temperature
variation.
2) The flange heat shield wits more effective than anticipated resulting
in a greater change in distortion due to the CRF/TMF flange temper-
^ture variation than was anticipated.
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Undistort
—(r'1
(0.008 in.;
7—^
Figure 38. Calculated HPf Stator Out-of-Roundness Due to
TMF, Takeoff (Based on Measured Data).
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Figure 39. Calculated HPT Stator Out-of-Roundness Due to Stator
Temperature Variation, Takeoff (Based on Measured Data).
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Figure 40. Cold Monitoring Roundness Shape.
FtgtjI-e .11 Measured Rcnindness at Steady State Takeoff
Corrected for Manufacturing and Assembly -
Caused Out -of -Roundness.
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Figure 42.
	
llrr tit at or out -ot -Roundness , Takeot I.
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predicted clearance response during a decel are
S. The agreement between the measured curve and the
63
-A
Figure 43 compares the calculated NPT stator out -of-roundness caused by
the TMF for the production and redesigned TMF at steady-state takeoff. Both of
the curves shown on this figure were calculated using measured TMF temperatures
and loading at comparable engine operating conditions. This data shows that
the TMF redesign does have a significant effect on HPT out-of-roundness and
that the TMF caused out-of-roundness can be minimized by n readjustment of the
elements of the redesign (i.e., improving effectiveness of strut insulating
liners and taking advantage of the increased effectiveness of the flange heat
shield).
Roundness Uuri A TransientUi^ration
The roundness of the Stage l shrouds is presented for an accel from
stabilized ground idle to steady-state takeoff (Figures 44 through 53); a
decel from steady-state takeoff to stabilized ground idle (Figures 54 through
65); and a reburst after 90 seconds at ground idle (Figures 66 through 74).
The clearance probes were very intermittant during the 2-minute reburst
and, therefore, the out-of-roundness could not be established. These 90-
second rehurst plots show the immediate effect upon roundness of the mechanical
loads and the slow effect of the thermal loading. it should he noted that this
out-of-roundness is not worse than the out-of-roundness at the minimum point
Bering an accel trom stabilized ground idle (Figure 48) or it decel from
steady state takeoff (Figure 60). Therefore, anv rubs resulting from rebursts
are caused by an average clearance response problem and not from out-of-
roundness.
^. S. 2 Clearance_ Transient_ Response
The clearanc.• response characteristics of the shroud and the rotor
Structure, after roundness has been established, are the criteria that
established the turbine operating clearances. These clearances are primarily
established by the response characteristics during a decel although those of
,ctrland rebursts must also he considered.
The clearance response data shown were obtained by averaging the clear-
ances measured by the eight circumferentiall y spread clearance probes. These
average curves were then modified, since all of the tests were not performed
on the Same da y , to reflect those ambient conditions considered to be standard.
The predicted values that correspond to these measured clearances are also
plotted. The clearances shown are those of the instrumented engine which
contains certain modifications necessary to accommodate the clearance probes
and other instrumentation. The clearance responses are, however, very
similar to those of a production configuration CF6-50 engine.
Decel from Steadv-State Takeoff to Stabilized (round Idle
A ton
^1-
0.20 mm (0.008 in.)
Redesign 'IMF --- A	 F
Figure 43. Calculated HPT Stater Out-of-Ruundnrms Due to TMF,
Takeof f.
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.25 mm
(U.O1 in.)
Figure 14.	 III' T irhine Stator Out-of-Roundness,
1 Second into Accel.
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Figure 45. HP Turbine Stator Out -cif-Roundness.
Seconds into Accel.
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0.25 mm
(0.01 in.)
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Figure 46. HP Turbine Stator Out-of-Roundness,
4 Seconds into, Accel.
Figure 47. HP 'Turbine Stater Out-of-Roundness,
10 Seconds into Accel.
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Figure 48. }iP Turbine Stator Out-of-Roundness,
20 Seconds into Accel.
i
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Figure 49. HP Turbine Stator Out -of -Roundness,
40 Seconds into, Accel.
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Figure 50. HP Turbine Stator (tut-of-Roundness,
100 Seconds into Accel.
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Figure 51. Hi' Turhtne Stator Out-of-Roundness,
200 Seconds into Accel.
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0.15 mm
— U. i MR
(0.01 in.)
Figura 53. HP Turbine Stator Out-of-Roundness,
145 Seconds into Accel.
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0.2L 5 mm
(0.01 in.)
Figure 54. 111' Turbine Stator out-of-Roundness.
1 Second Into Decol.
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Figure 55. HP Turbine Stater Out- of-Roundness,
? Seronds into Decel.
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Figure 56. HP TUrhint, Stator Out-of-Roundness,
4 Seconds into Decel.
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Figure 57. HP Turbine Stator Out -ot -Roundness,
lO Seconds into Decel.
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0. 25 an
Figure 58.	 111' Turbine Stator slut -of-Roundness,
, Seconds into Decel.
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0.25 un
Figure 59. HP Turbine Stator Out-of-Rourndness.
40 Seconds into Uecel.
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Figure 60. HP Turbine Stator Out-of-Roundness,
100 Seconds into Decel.
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Figure 61. HP Turbine Stator Out-of- Roundness,
200 Seconds into IXcel.
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Figure 62. III' Turbine Stator slut-of-Roundness,
400 Secoods into Uecel.
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Figure 63. HP Turbine Stater Out — cat —Roundness,
715 Seconds into Uecel.
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0.25 mm
.)
FiKure 64. NY Turbine Stater Out-of-Roundnesm,
1031 Second~ into Decel.
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0.25 as
Figure 65. HP Turbine Stator Out -of -Roundness.
2199 Seconds into Decal.
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Figure 66. IIP Turbine Stator Out-of-Roundness,
1 Second into Reburst.
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0. 25 ^w
0. 01 in.)
Figure 67. HP Turbine Stator Out-of-Roundness,
2 Seconds into Reburst.
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Figure 68. HP Turhinr Stator Out-of-Roundness,
3 Seconds into Kehurst.
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0.25 mm
U.O1 in.)
Figure 69. 111' Turbine Stator Otit-ot-Roundness,
5 Srronds Into Rehurst.
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i ^
0.25 mm
Figure TO. HP Turbine Stater out-of-Roundness.
1O Sc-rends into Reburst.
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Figure 71. Hl' Turhituc Stator Out-of-Roundness.
'll Se^runel^ into Reburst.
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0.25 mm
4
Ftqury 72. NP 'Turbine Stator Out -of-Roundness;,
50 Seconds into Reburst.
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-U. i.) mm
(0.01 in.
Figure] 73. HP Turbine Stator Out-of-Roundness
200 Seconds into Reburst.
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0.25 mm
n.)
Figure 7•1. HP Turbinu Stator (hit-of-Roundness.
300 Seconds into Reburst.
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predicted curve is good. There is a blight mismatch which is probably due to
heat transfer inaccuracies. The clearance during a decal from steady -state
takeoff is characterized by three regions. The first region represents a
clearance increase due to loss of speed and other mechanical effects. The
second region is a clearance decrease because the stator is cooling and closing
around n still warm rotor. Finally, the stator cooling stops but the rotor
continues tv coal causing clearance to increase.
Accel from Stabilized Ground Idle to Steams-State Takeoff
The measured and pr edicted clearance responses during an accel are shown
in Figure 16. Attain, the correlation between measured and predicted clearance
is quite good. The predicted response suggests more closure early into the
burnt than was measured. This reflects differences between real-engine and
assumed transient heat transfer rates. other possible sources of mismatch,
both for the accel and decal, are those modtfications necessary to cause the
date+ to reflect an engine which is always run to the same ambient conditions
and which exhibits constant engine performance functions.
An accel also contains three specific regions. Clearance decrease n as a
result of increased rotor speed. The stator structure then warms, increasing
clearance and finally, clearance decreases because the rotor slowly obtains
the steady-state temperatures.
Rebursts
A reburst is it rapid accel from idle to high power after the engine had
previously run at high power for a time sufficient to heat up the rotor com-
ponents. The specified dwell time at ground idle prior to accel is used to
identit y the reburst, for example, a 4 min. reburst would have a 4 min. idle
dwell time prior to reacceleration. The clearance characteristics of a reburst
are a composite of those of a .iecel and accel. The minimum clearance during a
decal occurs when the stator has cooled but the rotor is still quite warm.
When an accel occurs from these conditions, the additional loss of clearance
due to speed and other mechanical effects creates a minimum clearance condition.
The clearance during the decel is the determining factor for the minimum
clearance since the mechanical closure during an accel is essentially constant.
A i.imily of reburst clearance response curves with idle dwell times of
N, 6. 4, 1, 1.5, 1, and 0.5 minutes is presented in Figure 77. Each curve
starts with the clearance dust before the final accel from the specified idle
dwell time.
A two-minute reburst was analytically assessed as that which yields the
minimum clearance or even a blade-on-shroud rub, dependent upon the cold
clearance. However, for this particular test vehicle, 455- 507/20, the minimum
clearance condition was obtained during a 90-second reburst as shown on Figure
17. If the decel curve (Figure 75) is examined, it can be observed that the
clearance is changing very little from approximately 80 seconds to 250 seconds.
Since stator and rotor heat transfer are ertcb contrstins for domination in this
region, the secondary effects, such as actual metal thicknesses and composition,
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true rotor speed, etv.. become very important. It in in this region that
engine-to-engine differences will be observed.
One of the objeCtivem of thin task was to derreare the arnnitivity to
reburst. i.e., increased reburat margin, of the turbine. ThIN will be deoon-
strated by conpari"on to the prodtrrtion turbine. A similar series Of reburat
clearances was obtained during the Uiagnostica testing (Ref. 2).	 .. examininrr
the c'.osure from the steady-state takeoff point to the minimum re,, at clear-
ance point. the DiagnostiCa testing r4.-burst re-+tilts may he compared to the
rrburat data obtained during thin teat. A graph of the Clomure from steady-
state takeoff to minimum reburnt clearance in shown In Figure 78. This graph
exhibits the reburmt margin impruvenw • nt aff-trded by the redesigned components.
For the most mevere reburmt condition the Improved stator vomponentm show
4111 improvement ' •t reburnt m.irgin Of () 181 ntn (0.01'r in).	 'Phis ntt'ans ► hat It
this were the only Criteriet ► which load to he evaluated to set clearancea3. the
improved a.itor Components would allow t'stabliNhmt'nt of it reduced tip clearance
of this margnitt.Ac. 	 As the ground idle dwell time prior to reburst tea tnrrease'd,
the improvement lessenm. Since there is Iexs closure and therefore Iess
tendenty for the longer dwell Iim' (greater than 3 minutes) rebursts to Cause a
rub, the need tt' increase the m.rrgin during the longer swell t inte rebursts was
not conmidered aignifirant when compared to the closure problem of the shorter
dwe) 1 t ime rebt r its.
A 90-seC­ md reburst was not performed during the Diagnostic- testing. The
curve	 Is based on at st art i ,<t i c-a l curve fit of the D f agnost r CS rehurst data
(Ref. 2).
a . 5. 3 Ferf ormarr ► ce
t.ngine per Ion.,ant-e was monitored throughout the testing to assure that
r ►•. health A the Complete engine wart, known. 	 A ,oml-lete computer study of the
lit- Aormarnce of the test v( . hia le was cont l ttt ted InCl tit lltl); et If I'. • Ienry. exhauNt gas
t -mperat urt , and spec I f is t ue I consumpt i,)n Cat l t ul art ion.i. 	 (See paragral,h 3. i) .
Thit: .eat vehicle, 455-501 Nui1d 20. was abed to estahllsh the etfer[ of
Stage 1 Illaade-to-shroud Clearance upon pert ormance for the DlaynostiCS testing
(Ret 2).	 Since that test in'•.ustahlirahcd the hasel int . .onl y an analytical
leterminat ion of those pertormance improvements, suCh as flow-path improvements.
not associated with cl ear ant'e reduction. could he made. The nrcasurenat'nts taken.
after analytical rt'MOVal of Hit , pvrfoctnance changes due to clearance Changes,
showed no other disternible elletts on erry,ine or high pressure Iurbint
per formance. 3'h Is was expet t ed herause t he non-t- Ivarrarnt —Oroundness 1ha ►nyes
were small and. i- int-orporatetl b y t it- mst'lvera, Wok ltI n " t he expected to be
measurea.., le oil the basis of a sin';le euF , Ine .vst .
Vie effect of clearance changt (ill
	 was established in Diagnostics
Program testing (Ref. 2).
	 It wits determined that an increase in Stage 1 clear-
ance A 0.432 mn (0.017 in) resulted in a decrearse of 1 percent Ill
	 offi-
cien , :y. Theme values were used in the final evaluation of the roundnessfelearance
per f ormance improvement cor:ept.
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4. S.4 Appl it_at tun of Teat Reutll to
Turbine Mutt rams
Although tilt- magnitude of tilt- TMF caused Ill"T Nt,lt ► lr out -ol -rourldll".NN was
not appreciably reduced b y the TMF redesign, the dINtorted shape wail N1 All iil-
rant I  changed. Figures 18 and 19 show that the TMF rrd".s Ign over-comp".nNalt ed
for the out-of-roundness citused b y tilt' pt".NC'nt TMF dt-NIKn. B y 14.vlNing Stink' of
the elem► ,nts incorporated tit tht' t".dt • siKll UI t ht' TMF tht' 11tiN i llill 01 compt'llsilt it'll
can be reduced reatllting Ill Iesa t tit .11 IIPT tit;ltot otlt- 01 -rt1 1111d11t-sN.	 i'h4. t • 1".m . Olt a
of the TMF redesign, which would be revised to accomplish this, +Ire the strut
temperature control and CRF/TMF I hinge shividf'lg. Hosed on the imillvNis of
results from the tvating accomplished umlt-r this program, it Is est inlated that
the HPT stator out -tit- roundness (max. tnwatd dl Sit ill t loll) coul.t he reduced by
0. IS - 0.21`1 min (0.006 - 0.010 (ll) b y it t't•visioll It' these alrvils.	 I'h:y rt-stllt.
in it maximum of 11.11 nuu (0,011'1 in)
	
out-ol-roomulm'ss at stvadv-stilt". t.IkvotI
Clea rail cv I11,sliUlltio•
Since tilt- turbiltt • studied during tilts lent wan 1110dit led Ill allow till- Alit•
tit civaranccometvi probes ;Ind otlict illnll'111114.11tA it'll, .1 stlltiv was Illaldt • Of :1
c41111 igurat ion wit i ch woo l d ht- repo est'llt ;l I I vc ,11 tine wh i t11 woo l d he ust • d 111
revenue service.	 The results of t11tH I4.sl, such as lt • 11pt-latalte, plessures,
heat t rattlNfer rates, et c. , have hc4.n i till) ll • 111t • nt vil Intl• t he heat t rarest 4.t ,Ind
avrodvllamic models of tilt , high 1114 1 nStll4. turl,ine alva.	 The cl".ar:ul.rtnuett-1 dma
have provided intot• matit'll allowin '; changes to the strllt • tllt.11 model.	 1'hor.t-
coll"Vil t N have liveti comb i lled iltld .1 t' 14..Iraltt'c 14.tapolls". I , i c t tart` tit a deli t t;ll
suitable for revenue service in pres4.nlvd. The clearance duringa dect-1 Ironl
steady-state talteott to st ill) lltf'vd giollnd idle Is shown in Vigtil y I l l.	 The
c l earatict' durtlig :ill acct' 1 i mill st ali i l t "ed y,totmd Wit' to .;t ab i l l: ".d (.Ikcot t
is shown fit 	 80.
As it result of the roundness i1111 , 1 ov4.1n4.11t S t o t he ( 111 him , 111id1 1;11114 . it
virtuall y round turbia4. c;ul he obtained. 	 1'hc (nthirle tike ► atinK c14..11.111c4.N
c;lll I10W be determilled by tilt- I. illtltl cll),Ilit • IVS11, lln". o i l tllt • shrt i ild N111111tilt
st ruct ore and the r".sponst- tit the ti l t oir .	 '1'111 •	1 ear.ulcc .1t t .l i llab I e b y tilt- 111i'I'
stator redesign are ;howls to the tollowinp, t.Ible:
Koutld F:11F;tnt- CIvalanct • tinnlm;lry, Imo (00
St t-. ► tl y -Stilt t •	 l'0 1. 1
CI . uim-c	 Takool i	 Min AA-cel	 still Ilt • ct • l	 iNclilll';t	 CIc.11.111,e
ll.tih(0.0.1 .) 0.28(1),(111)	 ll. i 1(ll,ll:tl) ll,hU(11,(t; 1)	 -l)• 121(-1).1111?) :.01 (11.1181)
when these rr;;ult;: ore ad1w;ted to allow it calc ►Ilatt-d ll. I8 Intl, ((1,111' , Ill)
rub (this is the Hain" . m;IKnitude of rubs as vxp(*ti".nc4.d b y tilt- production
engine) at tht, most limit Ing rt-bllrst t: ► SC. the tol lowill, r4.nults:
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Adjusted Round Enaine Clearance Summary mm in
Steady-State	 Cold
Cruise	 Takeoff	 Min. Accel
	 Min 1)ecel
	
Reburst	 Clearance
0.16(0.014)
	 0.08(0.00'))
	 0.51(0.020)	 0.48(0.019)	 -0.38(-0.015) 1.83(0.072)
Composite Picture
The clearances given in the preceding table represent the minimum clearances
which yield a 0.38 mm (0.015 in) round engine rub during a 90-120 second reburst.
'Phis clearance state does not represent the clearances required to eliminate
rubs resulting from turbine midframe and assembly-caused out-of- roundness.
The effects of out-of-roundness are local rubs. By removing material from
the shrouds only in the areas adversely affected by the repeatable out-of-
roundness. rubs can he eliminated and the overall effect on clearance minimized.
Such a shroud shape, obtained by it preferential grind, is currently used by the
CF6-S0C engine and will be required with the roundness/clearance improvement
hardware (Figure 81).
The following tabulation shows the effects of turbine midframe-caused
out-ot-roundnesrs, assembly-caused random out-of-roundness. and Ntructural
response upon the c l earances of the current CF6-50C and those which result
from the use of the hardware developed by thin. program.
Current_ CFb-5U(_ Clearance. mm-0a)
Round Engine Steadv-State Takeoff 	 0.46	 (0.018)
(0.005)
(0.023)
(0.015)
(0.008)
Preferential Grind Clearance Adder (based 	 0.13
on current, empirically determined shroud
grind)
'total Steady-State Takeoff Clearance	 0.58
Measured Repeatable out-of-Roundness 	 0.38
from 'rMF (Ret .2)
Assembl y -Caused Random out-of-Roundness	 0.20
__Improved Hardware Engine Clearance, pF (in)
Round Engine Steady-State 'rakeoff 	 0.28
10.08 (0.003) Round Engine Clearance plus
0.20 ((1.008) Assembly-caused Out-of Roundness]
Preterential Grind Clearance Adder	 0.05
(based on 'rMF-caused out-of-Roundness)
I-Afvctive Clearance at Steady-State Takeoff	 0.33
(0.011)
(0.002)
(0.013)
105
.11 no
(.OU1)
I 1 mm
. t ► ll ti 1
, I ,op Vert iral CenterI ine
Figure N1.	 Shroud ► ;rind to F  i III inat y I:uhe+ CuuHed by
t milruvvd TMF Relivat a h I v l ►ut - Ut -- houndnetis.
At cruise. the ( 7 176-50C engine has 0.86 mm (0.034 in) effective clearance
and the redesigned hardware allows it 0.61 mm ((1.024 in) cruise clearance.
Theretore. a 0.25 mm (0.010 in) improvement fit
	 engine cruise clearance is
possible. Again, considering out-of-roundness effects and new engine clearances,
the current CF6-50C would sustain a total 0.71 min (0.028 in) rub during a 90-120
second reburst while the redesigned hardware would incur it total 0.38 mm (0.015
in) ruh from the same rebursts. Consequentl y . at long-term engine which has been
subjected to rebursts would real ire a 0.11 mm (0.013 in) decrease in clearance
in addition to the initial .;.25 mm (0.(110 in) clearance decrease for a total of
0.58 mm (0.(123 in) less clearance b y utilizing the improved hardware.
This clearance reduction translates to an improvement of 0.58 percent in
turbine efficienev and a 0.31 percent reduction in specific fuel consumption at
takeoff power when using the derivatives determined from the Diagnostic testing
(Re t. 2). The equivalent cruise 5FC reduction is 0.22 percent.
Tht ,
 above improvement is for it new engine; for it long-term engine (3000 hrs)
the roundness improvement amounts to an increase of 1.34 percent fit
	
ef-
ticienr y
 .tad a 0.71 percent redaction in specitis fuel consumption at takeoff
power.The equivalent crtitst tiFC redaction for it long term engine is 0.50 percent.
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5.0 ENGINE ENDURANCE TEST
The objectives of this test were to demonstrate the life capability and
the performance deterioration characteristics of the improved clearance re-
sponse HPT stator hardware and the improved roundness turbine midframe.
5.1 TEST SETUP
The t-st vehicle for this test wait 	 model CF6-50 engine. Serial Number
455-509. Build No. 7. The engine was configured with th.. HP turbine stator
roundness hardware and a modified turbine midframe. The test vehicle was in-
strumented with standard instrumentation to monitor the engine i sperat Ion.
"ne test wits conducted at Site V-B at general Electric's Peebles. Ohio
Prov!t., Ground. Figure 82 shows 1s photograph of the CF6-50 engine installed
at thiN site.
5.2 TEST PROCEDURE
The endurance testing, consisted of running 842 "t • " c ycles. as described
in Figure 83.	 Initial testing wits haltr.l after Cycle 16 because of Increased
fan vibration. Borescope inspection stlowrd heav y damage to the compressor air-
foils. The engine was returned to the Evendale Plant for failure analysis and
compressor atrfoiI replacement. Analvsts indicated that the failure was caused
b y the impact of a foreign object.
The rebuilt engine wits re-installed at Site V-B and testing continued.
Testing was again halted when it 	 inspection of the HPT showed Stage
bucket crackin g,. A total of 842 "C" cycles had been completed by this data.
The engine was returned to the Evendale plant for a teardown inspect ton.
5.3 TEST RESULTS
Results of the endurance test are highly encouraging. All hardware removed
after 842 "C" cveles looked unusuall y good.	 It should be noted that factory
endurance engines are tested to ECT limits Ill° C higher than fully deteriorated
field engines operating without derate. 'rhe condition of the h.trdw.irc. as oh-
Nerved attar test. Is described b y the tollowing itemizations.
Stage___1 Nuzzles
Inner platform burning and cracking Is evident on the HPT Stage 1 nozzle
vanes. This distress is attributed to the com ►bust • ir temperature profile. The
Improved Stage 1 nozzles are in satisfactory condition except for the combustor-
caused distress (see Figures 84 and 85).
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Figure 82. CF6-50 Engine Installed at Site VB.
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Stage 2 Nozzles
The outer platforms of the Stage 2 nozzles exhibit cracking (see Figure
86). This cracking was caused by the "double-hook" feature which mounts the
aft t,nd of the Stage 1 shroud. The shroud retention feature of the stage 2
nozzles was removed to reflect a design similar to the current CF6-50 "C"
clamp design. This change is shown in Figure 81. This is a necessary change
since the "double-hook" feature was difficult to assemble and endurance testing
of modified nozzles without the "double-hook" showed that the platform cracking
was caused by this feature.
In the case of the stage 2 nozzles the gas recirculation fix proved to be
more detrimental than the potential problem of recirculation (see Figure 13).
Stage 1 Shrouds
The improved solid shroud configuration was tested on Engine 455-509
builds 8 and 8a. The shrouds were tested for 1034 "C" cycles.
The improved shrouds performed very well. Minimum distress was noted.
The design sustained rubs without appreciable deterioration. None of the
film cooling holes were plugged or restricted.
Figure 88 is a photograph of solid shrouds on either side of a standard
production shroud. It can be seen that the solid shroud on the left took a
fairly wide rub and that the film cooling holes are all open. The surface is
smooth and untracked. The shroud on the right also took rubs without signifi-
cant damage. This shroud shows some thermal distress on the right circumfer-
ential split line. These parts are typical of those tested. Overall the con-
dition of the improved shrouds was excellent.
Stage 2 Shrouds
The Stage 2 shrouds are in excellent condition (see Figure 86). Compared
to current production Stage 2 shrouds. these shrouds show less distress and
should significantly reduce the loss of performance associated with shroud
deterioration. The elimination of deterioration caused by operation, especial-
ly that wear and tear resulting from loro P exposure to the environment of a high
pressure turbine, was the goal of the stage 2 shroud redesign.
Stage 2 Shroud Forward Hangers
The stage 2 shroud forward hangers ha-,e cracks originating at the shroud
positioning hole at the hanger center. This cracking is probably due to the
stiffer Stage 2 shroud.
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Interstage Seals
Minor cracking originating from the bolt cutouts in the aft discourager
tip portion of the seals was observed (see Figure 86). Saw cuts and end holes
have been incorporated into the design to eliminate this problem. Some wear
on the forward tip where the stage 2 nozzle fits was also apparent. A coating
which resists wear will be added to this area. Otherwise. the seals completed
testing in satiefrctory condition (Figure 89).
Remainder of Stator Hardware
The remaining hardware. i.e., Stage 2 nozzle support. impingement ring.
Stage 1 shroud forward hanger. Stage 2 shroud aft hanger, and the seals associ-
ated with the improved shrauds and nozzles, completed the endurance test in very
good condition. No distress or cracking is evident, and wear patterns appear
to be in the correct position and depth (Figures 88 and 90).
Turbine Midframe
Posttest visual inspection revealed two areas of distress:
1. A E3 mm (2-1/2 inch) crack in the outer casing weld point between the
No. 2 strut end/mount casting ant! the aft sheet metal "hat section"
stiffener. This crack was in the center of the weld bead indicating
that it occurred due to a poor quality initial manufacturing weld rath-
er than due to excessively high operating arresses. These types of
cracks typically occur in the weld "heat-affected zone" imr--diately
adjacent to the weld.
2. Seventeen liner cracks occurred in the liner fairing to shell fillet
inserts at the fairing leading and trailing edges. The liner use "' in
this frame was a used liner identical to that used in current field
turbine midframe assemblies; the cracking is typical o° that seen :n
field service, although more severe than would he expec A from this
amount of running. This was caused by the unusually hign operating
temperatures encountered due to a combustor temperature profile problem
associated with this engine build and not associated with the changes
made for roundness.
Summary
The endurance testing of the hardware designed under this contract has been
successfully completed on a CF6-50 engine at the Peebles Proving Ground Test
Facility on Site V-B. The engine was run for a total of 842 simulated revenue-
service cycles.
Overall, the endurance test results are very encouraging. The problems
encountered are well understood and are being corrected by minor design modifi-
cations. The modifications will be incorporated in the next factory test engine
utilizing the roundness performance improvement configuration hardware defined
under this contract.
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6.0 ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT
The HP turbine roundness concept was evaluated by Boeing and Douglas under
the feasibility study of the program (Reference 1). Since the concept would
reduce sfc deterioration. the benefits -tild increase with engine age relative
to current engines
	
compa-ative site. I. -afore, this concept was analyzed to
determine potential fuel sav'ngs Ir	 •gines +ith 3000 hours since last high
pressure turbine maintenance.
The estimated reduction 4 - _ruisr -fc fir engines with 3000 hours is 0.5
percent. Application of	 roundness con._ept will result in the following
block fuel savings
HP TURBINE ROUNDNESS
BLOCK FUEL SAVINGS (3000 HRS)
(Minimum Fuel Analysis)
RANGE	 FUEL
AIRCRAFT	 km	 kg	 percent
DC-10-30	 805
	
- 44	 -0.47
	
2735	 -141	 -0.55
	
6725
	 -273	 -0.61
B-747-200	 770	 - 25	 -0.28
	
3460	 -116	 -0.55
	
6195	 -236	 -0.61
The estimated annual fuel savings per aircraft for the above block fuel
savings are shown as follows:
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ESTIMATED ANNUAL FUEL SAVINGS
PER AIRCRAFT 3000 HRS)
•	 (Minimum Fuel Analysis
	
RANGE
	
FUEL
AIRCRAFT
	
km	 Liters/AC /Year
DC-10-30	 805	 104,200
	
2735	 157,500
	
6275	 300,000
B- 747-200	 770	 93,800
	
3460	 187,500
	
6195	 384,400
The medium fuel prices assumed for the study are dependent on the aircraft
mission. Prices used were 14.501 (55c /gal) for the DC-10-30 (International)
and 11.8901 (45c /gal) for the B- 747-200 (US Domestic). The economic assess-
ment based on these prices is summarized in the following table:
ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT OF
HP TURBINE ROUNDNESS
CONCEPT (3000 HRS)
(Medium Range, Medium Fuel Price,
Minimum Fuel Analysis)
	
Payback	 ROI
AIRCRAFT	 (Years)	 percent
1.0
1.25
of fuel
is (Ref.
would b
DC-10-30
B-747-200
Because of the increase in the cost
the conduction of the feasibility analys
the return on investment of this concept
now.
100
80
by aLout 200 percent since
1) in 19'i8, the payback and
e substantially more favorable
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7.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The high pressure turbine roundness improvement developed under this pro-
gram has been evaluated in an instrumented engine test and an endurance test.
The main results of these tests ate summarized below:
Instrumented Engine Test
In the instrumented . . ,ngine test real time Stage I blade-to-shroud .lear-
ance measurements were obtained fur a CF6-50 engine for steady-state and tran-
sient operation. The improved high pressure turbine concept allows a reduction
in HPT running clearances of 0.38 mm (0.015 in).
This clearance reduction translates ill 	 improvement of 0.58 percent in
turbine efficiency and a 0.31 percent reduction in specific fuel consumption
at takeoff power. The equivalent cruise sic reduction was 0.2: percent.
The above improvement is for a new engine; for a long-term engine (3000
hrs) the roundness improvement amounts to 0.50 percent in cruise stc.
Endurance Test
The CF6-50 static endurance test demonstrated the Iife capability of the
HP turbine roundness hardware In 842 flight cycles with indications of only
minor distress.
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APPENDIX A
QUALITY ASSURANCE
1 NTRonUCT I ON
The quality program applied to this contract is a documented system
throughout the design, manufacture, repair, overhaul and modification cycle
for gas turbine aircraft engines. The quality system has been constructed to
comply with military specifications MIL-Q-9858A, MIL-1-45208, and MIL-STD-45662
and Federal Aviation Regulations FAR-145 and applicable portion of FAR-21.
The qualltv system and its implementation are defined by a complete set of
procedures which has been coordinated with the DOD and FAA and has their con-
currence. In addition, the quality system as described in the quality program
for this contract has been coordinated with NASA-Lewis Research Center. The
following is a brief synopsis of the system.
UA(^ LiTY- SYSTEM
The quality system is documented by operating procedures which coordinate
the quality-related activities in the functional areas of Engineering, Manu-
facturing, Materials, Purchasing, and Engine Programs. The quality system is
a single-standard system wherein all product lines are controlled by the common
quality system. The actions and activities associated with determination of
quality are recorded, and documentation is available for review.
Inherent in the system is the assurance of conformance to the quality re-
quirements. This includes the performance of required inspections and tests.
In addition, the system provides change control requirements which assure that
design changes are incorporated into manufacturing, procurement and quality
documentation, and into the products.
Measuring devices used for product acceptance and instrumentation used to
control, record, monitor, or indicate results of readings during inspection and
test are initially inspected and calibrated and periodically are reverified or
recalibrated at a prescribed frequency. Such calibration is performed by tech-
nicians against standards which are traceable to the National Bureau of Stand-
ards. The gages are identified as a control number and are on a recall schedule
for reverification and calibration. The calibration function maintains a record
of the location of each gage and the date it requires recalibration. Instruc-
tions implement the provisions of MIL-STD-45662 and the appropriate FAR require-
ments.
Work sent to outside vendors is subject to quality plans which provide for
control and appraisal to assure conformance to the technical requirements.
Purchase orders issued to vendors contain a technical description of the work
to be performed and instructions relative to quality requirements.
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Engine parts are inspected to documented qualit y plans which define the
characteristics to be inspected. the gages and tools to be useJ. the conditions
under which the inspection is to be performed. the sampling plan. laboratory
and special process testing. and the identification and record requirements.
Work instructions are issued fot compliance by operators. inspectors.
testers, and mechanics. Component patt manufacture provides for laboratory
overview of all special and critical processes. including qualification •+nd
certification of personnel, equipment and processes.
When work is performed in accordance with work instructions. the operator/
inspector records that the work has been performed. This is accomplished by
the operatot/inspector stamping or signing the operation sequence sheet to signi-
fy that the operation has been performed.
Various designs of stamps are used to indicate the inspection of status of
work In process and finished items. Performance or acceptance of special proc-
esses is indicated by distinctive stamps assigned specifically to personnel per-
forming the process or inspection. Administration cif the stamp system and they
Issuance of stamps are functions of the Ouality (Operation. The stamps .ire ap-
plied to the paperwork identifying or denoting the items requiring control.
When stamping of hardware occurs, only laborator y approved ink is used to assure
against damage.
The type and location of ether part marking are specified by the design
engineer on the drawing to assure effects do not compromise design requirements
and part quality.
Control of part handling. storage and deliver y is m.tintained through the
entire c'vcle. Engines and assemblies are stored in special dollies and trans-
portation carts. Finished asser^bl.-d parts are stored so as to preclude damage
and contamination. openings are covered. lines dapped and protective covers ap-
plied as required.
Nonconforming hardware is controlled b y a system of material review at the
component source. Both a duality representative anal an Engineering representa-
tive provide the accept (use-as-is or repair) decislons. Noncontormances ore
documented, including the dispobition and corrective action it applicable to
prevent recurrence.
The system provides for storage. retention for specified periods. and re-
trieval of nonconformance documentation. Ilocumertation for components is tiled
In the area where the component is manufactured/inspectr^l.
APPENDIX E - SYWLS
ALF	 Aft Looking Forward
CDP	 Compressor Discharge Pressure, N/cm2(lb/in2)
CRF	 Compressor Rear Frame
HPT	 High Pressure Turbine
LPT	 Low Pressure Turbine
N 1	Fan Speed, rpm
N2	Core Speed, rpm
f' 3	Compressor Exit Pressure, N/cm2(lb/in2)
SFC	 Specific Fuel Consumptis)n,	 it)
hr de N ( hr lb )
T 3	Compressor Exit Temperature, 0C(oF)
T/C
	
Thermocouple
TMF	 Turbine Midframe
TRF	 Turbine Rear Frame
W 2	 Core Inlet Flow, kg/sec (lb/sec)
t
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RASA-! EWIS RESEARCH CENTER
21090 BROOKPARK ROAD
CLE.V.11A'10. OH 44135
ATTN: D. L. NORED/MS 301-2. CHIEF,
TRANSPORT PROPULSION OFFICE (1)
NASA-LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
21000 BROOKPARK ROAD
CLEVELAND. Oil 44135
ATTN: D. J. POFERL/MS 500-207 CHIEF.
ENGINE SYSTEMS DIV. (1)
NASA-LEWIS RESEARCH CENTIR
21000 BROOKPARK ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44135
ATTN: ANTHONY LUNG /MS 500-305,
CONTRACTING OFFICER (1)
NASA-L I AIS RESEARCH CENTER
21000 BROOKPARK ROAD
CLE Vi- LAND, ON 44135
ATTN: REPORT CONTROL OFFICE/MS 5-5 (1)
NASA-LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
21000 L'ROOKPARK ROAD
CH VEL AND. OH 44135
ATTN:	 R. J. ANTL/ ►+S 3!11-4
	 (13)
NASA-LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
21000 CROOKPARK ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44135
ATTN: J. A. ZIEMIANSKI/MS 49-6, CHIEF
STRUCTURES AND MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGIES
DIVISION (3)
NASA SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFO.
FACiLI1Y
1 10 BOX x,757
BALTIMORE/WASHINGTON INTL. AIRPORT,
MO 21240
ATTN: ACCESSIONING DEPT. (30)
NATIONAL AIRLINES, INC.
PO BOX 59?055, AIRPORT MAIL F -ACII . 'Y
FIIAMI, F1	 33150
A! IN:
	
R. A. SIARNER, DIRECTOR-ENGRG. 	 (t)
NAVAL Al R PROPLILS I ON CI N1 LIZ
1440 PARKWAY AVENUI-
TRE:NTOW. NJ 095?8
ATTN: W. L. PASELA - PE 63, PROJECT
ENGINFIR-TEST A [VAL.	 (1)
NORTIIWI ST AIRLINES. INC.
MIii(IIAPOI IS-ST. PAUL INT'l. AIRPORT
ST. PAUL, Mil 55111
AITN: A. RAD()S)A - MS 838. ASSISTANT DIRECTOI
P01.41R PLANT MJIINT. (1)
')7l,RY, AIR LINIS INC.
BOX 10007
ST. 1.01115, MO 63145
ATTii:
	 l . E . VOOCK. F1A11` 1 & LNGINEERING (1)
PACT[ IC A I RMo l I VE CORP.
?94J N. 11011 Y.1001) WAY
BURBANK. CA
 01503
ATTN: ODUVAR BINDIKSON. UIRICIOR. PROJICI
ENGINEERING (1)
PACIFIC. AIRMOTIVE CORP.
2940 N. FIOI ! YWOOD WAY
BURBANK, CA 91503
AT1N:	 J. F. GAST. SR . DIRICTOR INGRG. (1)
PACIFIC SOUTH14ST AIRLINES
3l25 HARHOr! DR.
SAN DIEGO CA 92101
ATTN:	 I. NORWOOD. ENGINE F RING (1)
VAl. AMI RICAN WORT O AIRM'.1YS, INC.
JOHN 1. KINNIDY INTI_RNAIIONAI AIRPORT
JAMAICA, NY 11430
A1TN:	 NIELS ANDERSEN, PROJECT ENGINLLR (1)
PAN A14LIZICAN WORLD AIRWAYS, INC.
JOHN 1. KINNLDY INIERNAT IONAI AIRPORT
JAI.IAICA, NY	 11430
ATIN: ANGUS MACIARTY, DIRiC1OR - POWIRPIANI
INGINEERING (1)
PAID AMI R I CAN WORT D AIRWAYS,  INC .
JOHN F. KINNIUY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
JAI'AICA, NY	 114.10
ATTN:	 VP 6 CIIII F ENGINEER (1)
rAN Ai`1 1 RICAN WORT O AIRWAYS
JOHN F. Kit' 	 P) I N I I RNAT I ONAl A I R P';RT
JAN,AI CA, NY	 i 143U
AIT11:	 ROBIRF E. CLINTON, JR.
	 (1)
I'IEOMONT AIRI INES
Y41111 REYNOIDS AIRPORT
WINSTON-SAHN, NC 2710
ATTN:	 11. M. CARTWRIGFIT, V.P. MA1NT. A
ENGINE E RING ( 1 )
PItDMONT AIRI INES
SMITH RFYNOIUS AIRPORT
WIN;TON-SALEM, NC 2110.2
ATTN: PAUI M. RAIDER, SUPLRVISOR- POWER
PLANT ENGINEERING (1)
PRATE A WHITNEY AIRCRAFT GROUP
400 MAIN SIRE LT
LAST HARIIORD, CT 06108
ATTN:	 J. P. MURPHY, CHIEF" QUALITY
PERFORMANCE BRANCH, AFPRO-OL-AA, DL1. 8
(1)
PRATT A WHI1N1 Y AIRCRAFT 67OUP
400 MAIN STRI I T
LAST HARTFORD, CT 06108
ATTN:	 W. 0. GAIIIN (10)
REPUBI IC AIRLINES, INC.
3500 AIRI INI DR.
MINNEAPOl1S, MN 55450
ATTN: D. 1.1. ATWOOD, MAINTENANCE &
ENGINEERING (1)
SIABOARD WORLD AIRLINES, INC.
SEABOARD WORLD BUILDING, JLK INTI .
JAMAICA, NY 11430
ATTN: J. FARRAH, VP MAINTENANCL &
ENGINLERING (1)
SLAGOARD WORLD AIRIINLS, INC.
SEABOARD WORLD DiVG., JLK INTL. AIRPORT
JAMAICA, NY 11430
ATTN: R. BARBA, MANAGER-POWERPLANT
ENGINEERING (1)
SOUTHWEST AIRLINES, CO
BOX 37611
PAI I AS, TX	 15235
ATTN:	 J. A. VICAI , MAIN1FNAl1CL R
ENGINFIR:NG (1)
II XA', INII RNA11ONAI AIR[ INI S, INC.
RVX 12738
HOUSTON, TX 77011
ATTN: R. STEPHLNSON, ENGINEERING (:)
TRANS WORLD AI Rl INES
PO BOX 20126, KANSAS CITY INTL. AIRPORT
KANSAS CITY, MO 64195
ATTN: KEN IIUMIKAWA 2-280 MCI (1)
TRANS WORLD AIRLINES
PO BOX ?01?6, KANSAS CITY INTI. AIRPORT
KANSAS CITY, MO 64195
ATTN: W. 0. SHERWOOD (1)
USAIII
INTLRNAi IONAI AIRPORT
PITTSBURG, PA 15231
ATTN: W. G. PEPPLLR, DEVELOPMENT
ENGINFE RING (1)
UKITED AIRI INES, INC.
SAN IRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94123
ATTN: JOHN CURRY (1)
U;,I LED AIR[ I NFS, INC.
SAN FRANCISCO INTLRNATIONAL AIRPORT
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94128
AT TIN :	 JAP'E:S UHL (1)
WORLD AIRWAYS, INC.
BOX 2330
OAKI AND, CA 94614
ATTN: R. L. FUNK, MAINTENANCE &
ENGINEERING (1)
WRIGH1-PATTLRSON AFB
DAYTON, OH 45433
ATTN: E. BAILEY, AFAAL/NASA PO (1)
WEIGHT-PATTERSON AFB
DAYTON, OH 45433
ATTN:	 IT. COI, D. S. DICKSON, ASD/YZI
	 (1)
WP 166 I -PA I I I RS(M Alit
DAYTON, OH 45113
ATTN:	 C. M. HIGH, ASD/YZE (1)
WEIGHT- PATTERSON AFB
DAYTON, OH 45433
ATTN: MAJ. C. KLINGER, ASO/YZET (1)
WR IGHT-PATTERSON AF(3
DAYTON, OH 45433
ATTN:	 E. C. SIMPSON, AFAPL/TB (1)
WESTERN AIR LINES, INC.
6060 AVION DR. BOX 92005, WORLD WAY
POSTAL CT11.
LOS ANGEIFS, CA 90009
ATTN: WALTER HOLTZ (1)
WIEN AIR ALASKA, INC.
4100 1NT'l AIRPORT ROAD
ANCHORAGE:, AK 99502
AIRPORT	 ATTN: J. E COLBURN, OPERATIONS &
MAINTENANCE (1)
